#STEPHING

challenge
WEEK EIGHT
KIDS BEDROOM
& WA R D R O B E
This week we will be tackling
the kids bedroom and
wardrobe! This one can be
super overwhelming. Kids
clothes, toys and keepsakes
can be tricky to store so here is
how I organise our kids
wardrobes!

drawers
Drawers full of kid’s clothes can easily become a mess. Not to mention kids’
clothes can be annoying to sort. The best way to do this is using IKEA SKUBBS
organisers and delegating drawers to different toys of kids clothes. For example,
we have a drawer for;
Undies/Socks and Misc
Tops (T-shirts + Long sleeve)
Bottoms (shorts + Pants)
Pjs (winter + Summer _ baby sleeping bags)
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This way you will always know where everything is kept. We fold the kids clothes
using the Konmari method, which is vertical folding. This way I can see everything
in each drawer and it saves so much space. If you want to learn this fold just
search “Konmari folding kid’s clothes” on Youtube!

shoes
Kids shoes can be one of the hardest items to keep tidy. There are a couple ways
you can store your kids’ shoes. For our girls I bought a cheap shoe rack and simply
store them there at the bottom on the robe. If you are strapped for space you can
buy a door hanger organiser and put the shoes in each section. This keeps them
off the floor and out of the way.
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storage tubs uses
You guys know how much I love a
good tub! I have 4 baskets in each
girl’s wardrobe I have delegated for
items that can be tricky to store. In
ours we keep:
Swimmers
Sports (whatever hobbies
they may be doing at the time
e.g. dancing)
Dress Ups
Some other items you could store
in there are toys etc

keepsakes
This is a question I get asked weekly! Storing keepsakes can be hard to figure out
how to organise and keep safe. I simply have two large tubs and then use
drawstring bags for each occasion:
Christenings
Birth
First birthday
First Xmas
For documents, birthday cards and photos you can store these in a suspension file
tub. Check out the blog on how to store items in this here
The keepsake bags I purchased are from Belle & Co Living.
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siblings sharing a closet
It’s really important to have separate sections for each child to avoid any sibling
fights. Treat it as if you were sharing a wardrobe with your partner. You can do this
by simply section the space in half or using tubs and labels with each child’s name,
depending on your space.
I can’t wait to see your progress for this week!
Happy #stephing!

I can’t wait to see your progress! Don’t forget to tag me and use the
hashtag #stephingchallenge on Instagram to potentially win a $50
Little Label Co voucher every week!
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